that's going to work and I just for an

FYI you're coming down the South Pacific

Ocean just passing off you just passed

over Japan a little while ago I'll leave

that long you'll pull it up a little and

it will suck it into the truss a bit

that'll probably be a lot better about

that thank you sir

are you still ready to the apfr well

here a minute

looks like it oh yeah

I don't like that better going over my

head like that so let me get that sorted

out for a minute okay copy that
so the other style

I do that all alone though as you like

three and a half four feet all right

let's see if it's good oh it's going to

come back give me a minute I'll work on

that

bang your sake better make clear up

follow those antenna from where it is Oh

make a lonely you think know what it's

better though if I just drop this

fairlead right here I think it'll be a

lot cleaner

the International Space Station is

currently flying 260 miles across the
west coast of France suggestion you have

some room there and you can actually get close to where you're trying to work and we think you're in a better position now than you were so you feel free to try this and you got your right hand right there you might be able to probably bit more force one other options just spin 180 out and kind of wedge yourself down in there and get up close the Wetty has been temporarily stood with tethers so that Wiseman can apply force and working in tandem with butch wilmore to
try to secure the camera stanchion okay

00:04:18,149 --> 00:04:22,799
guys outstanding work we're at about 549

00:04:20,639 --> 00:04:25,829
P et what we're thinking is having butch

00:04:22,800 --> 00:04:28,560
carry the oru bag back and having read

00:04:25,829 --> 00:04:30,839
carry back go back and pick up his crew

00:04:28,560 --> 00:04:34,850
lock bag and head on back to the airlock

00:04:30,839 --> 00:04:34,849
we are ready to clear victory